Video Conference — Pilbara

Getting Started

Press the Start screen on the Audio Visual Panel, and wait for the system to start up.

The flat panel will automatically display the lectern PC.

You can select each of the pod computers to display them to the flat panel, or plug in a laptop at the pod computers with the HDMI cable provided, and select Laptop HDMI on the corresponding pod.

Select the Video Conference tab.

Your meeting will automatically appear on the video conference projection screen, displaying the people at the far end venue with a small “picture-in-picture” of you in your venue.

Note: Video conference calls answer automatically and cameras are active even if you are in presentation mode.

For support from CITS Audio Visual Services, call 9266 9000. Press “1” for AV Support.
Camera Switching

The camera will automatically track a wide shot of the room. To focus on a student group, a student must press the button in the centre of their desk microphone. The camera will zoom in on their table and their microphone will be transmitted to the far end classroom.

To bring the camera focus back to the front of the room, stand on the pressure mat and the camera will automatically switch.

Microphones

The desk microphone will automatically mute after 15 seconds without talking. Push the centre button of the desk microphone to talk again. When standing on the pressure mat, the lapel microphone must be worn to transmit sound to the far end.

Workaround

In the case of the video conference call not working, you will alternatively be able to set up a call using Jabber software.

Log in with the details for each Pod Computer:

**Pod 1:**  
**Username:** Pilbara1  
**Password:** Pilbara1

**Pod 2:**  
**Username:** Pilbara2  
**Password:** Pilbara2

**Pod 3:**  
**Username:** Pilbara3  
**Password:** Pilbara3

Please ensure the bandwidth is set to maximum.

Select internal camera and microphone.

For support from CITS Audio Visual Services, call 9266 9000. Press “1” for AV Support.